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C. bbcutil -ping <hostname> 
D. bbcutil -s <hostname> 

Answer: B, C 

QUESTION: 68 
On MS Windows the master control process, ovcd, runs as a Windows service.  Which two 
statements are true?  Select TWO. 

A. It runs by default as SYSTEM account 
B. The default start type is 'Automatic' 
C. It depends on the XPL trace service 
D. If a service registration is missing, the OVO agent will register the service and run normally 

Answer: A, B 

QUESTION: 69
 
When is the OvCoreId value used?  Select TWO.
 

A. To identify the source node of messages once they have been received 
B. To determine responsibility relationship of objects (e.g. node to user) 
C. To verify the digital certificates 
D. To sign the policies on the management server 

Answer: A, C 

QUESTION: 70
 
How does OVO uniquely identify a managed node?  Select TWO.
 

A. OVCoreID on HTTPS nodes 
B. OVCoreID on HTTPS and DCE nodes 
C. IP address on DCE nodes 
D. The certificate on HTTPS nodes 

Answer: A, C 

QUESTION: 71 
A managed node has been configured with a template which defines the system M2 as a 
Secondary Manager and an Action Allowed Manager.  The node's primary manager, M1 suffers 
a failure and is down for several hours.  What happens to the messages generated on the 
managed node? 

A. They are sent to the M2 management server after the heartbeat polling interval has been 
exceeded. 
B. They are logged on the managed node. 
C. They are automatically sent to the M2 management server. 
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D. They are buffered until M1 recovers or M2 issues the command to take control of the
managed node. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 72
 
To customize the behavior of Message Forwarding when using OPC_FORW_NOTIF_TO_TT,

you should:
 

A. execute the opcsv command with the option OPC_FORW_NOTIF_TO_TT TRUE on the
Primary Management Server 
B. execute the opcsv command with the option OPC_FORW_NOTIF_TO_TT TRUE on the
Management Server to which messages will be forwarded 
C. execute ovconfchg -ovrg server -ns opc -set command OPC_FORW_NOTIF_TO_TT TRUE 
D. add a line to the file /opt/OV/bin/OpC/install/opcsvinfo specifying 
OPC_FORW_NOTIF_TO_TT TRUE 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 73
 
A Secondary Manager (SECONDARYMANAGER) configured in a MOM template:
 

A. can receive escalated messages from another management server, but cannot receive 
messages directly from its managed nodes. 
B. may become the Primary Manager of a managed node if the template is downloaded to that
node. 
C. will automatically become the Primary Manager of a managed node if specified in a backup-
server template. 
D. can never become the Primary Manager of managed nodes to which it did not distribute the 
agent software 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 74
 
An action allowed manager in a flexible management policy _______.
 

A. can execute operator-initiated actions on managed nodes which have the respmgrpolicy
downloaded 
B. need not be specified in an escalation policy because actions will be initiated through the 
primary manager 
C. if a managed node (with mgrconf policy) sends a message that contains an action, the action 
allowed manager can always execute this action 
D. cannot execute operator-initiated actions on managed nodes, but can execute applications 
from the application desktop on those nodes 

Answer: A 
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QUESTION: 75
 
By default, heartbeat polling _______.
 

A. sets the value for the interval for logfile and monitor polling 
B. is initiated by the Request Sender to the OVO agent to check that a managed node is up and
running 
C. is performed from the OV control to the Control Manager to provide alive packets 
D. checks that all agent processes are alive on a managed node 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 76 
After the automated backup has been completed each week, you want to upload templates to a 
backup-server.  Where should you place the script to include this in the automated backup 
sequence? 

A. $OV_CONF/ovbackup/post_resume 
B. $OV_CONF/ovbackup/pre_pause 
C. Within the script ovbackup.ovpl 
D. $OPC_CONF/opcbackup/post_resume 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 77 
After creating the ECS template and the associated ECS circuit with ECS Designer, the 
template administrator distributes this template to a managed node.  Which two processes are 
then started on the managed node? Select TWO. 

A. opcecm 
B. opceca 
C. opcecaas 
D. opcecmas 

Answer: B, C 
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